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In March...
Nonfarm Employment
Connecticut ..................... 1,632,200
Change over month ............ -0.17%
Change over year ................ +0.6%

United States .............. 132,821,000
Change over month ........... +0.09%
Change over year ................. +1.5%

Unemployment Rate
Connecticut ............................. 7.7%
United States .......................... 8.2%

Consumer Price Index
United States ......................... 229.4
Change over year .................... 2.7%
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“

Over the past decade and a half,
America’s small businesses have
created 65 percent of all new jobs in the
country… These companies are the
engine of job growth in America.”
-President Barack Obama,
October 21, 2009
A widely held belief is small
businesses create most of the new
jobs. Given the recent recession
and slow recovery, there is a lot of
interest in job creation and policies
to promote economic growth. Using
a newly available data set from the
U.S. Census, this article explores
the notion of job creation by both
firm age and firm size, and seeks to
provide some clarity on the
underlying dynamics of
Connecticut’s labor market.
The Business Dynamics
Statistics (BDS) produced by the
U.S. Census Bureau is compiled
using the Census Bureau’s
Business Register. The Business
Register covers establishments of all
domestic businesses including the
self-employed, but excluding private
households and governments. The
BDS dataset tabulates data at the
establishment level (an
establishment is a fixed physical
location where economic activity
takes place). Establishments all
belong to firms (a firm may be the
parent of one establishment or
multiple establishments). When
analyzing BDS data for Connecticut
it is important to note that though
the establishments are all based
within Connecticut, parent firms for
Connecticut’s establishments can
be located anywhere in the nation.
The BDS data set includes
measures of firms, establishments,
employment, entry and exit of

establishments, and job creation and
destruction by both the age and size
of parent firms. BDS data is available
from 1977 forward, however, the
following analysis is limited to the
years 1988 to 2007 to enable peak-topeak analysis based on Connecticut’s
Current Employment Statistics (CES)
annual employment levels. To
simplify the discussion, BDS data is
grouped into small (1 to 49
employees), medium (50 to 499), and
large (500+) sized firms, as well as
new (age 0), young (1 to 5 years),
established (6 to 10 years), and
mature (11 years or older) firms.1
A commonly stated refrain is
“Connecticut experienced no net job
growth in the past 20 years.” Though
there has been little change in
employment on net, according to BDS
data Connecticut created about 4.35
million jobs from 1988 to 2007.
Unfortunately, an almost equivalent
number of jobs were also destroyed
during the time period. These
numbers point to the large amount of
churn or dynamism there is within
the labor market. To understand
these figures and the relationship
among job creation, firm age and firm
size, Connecticut’s BDS data will first
be used to look at how firms and
establishments are distributed. Next,
the number of establishments
entering and exiting, and then
employment by firm age and size will
be observed. Finally, the effects of
firm age and size on job creation, job
destruction, and the resulting net job
creation will be analyzed. To round
up the discussion, Connecticut’s
results will be compared to the United
States (U.S.) average, as well as peer
and neighboring states.
Graph 1 shows the number of
firms and establishments in
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Connecticut grouped first by firm
size and then further by firm age.
The graph clearly shows the majority
of firms and establishments are in
smaller size firms. Small firms with
1 to 49 employees account for 79% of
all establishments and 92% of all
firms. Mature firms (11 years or
older), also account for a large
number of firms (47%) and
establishments (54%).
Given the number of firms and
establishments in smaller size firms,
it is not surprising to find in Graph 2
that most establishment entry and
exit also occurs in smaller size firms.
Small firms account for 82% of all
establishment entry. However, 80%
of these entries come from new firms
(by definition, new firms of age 0 can
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only have establishments entering).
Furthermore, 85% of establishment
exits also occur in small firms.
Thus, small firms of all ages (new,
young, established, and mature) are
dynamic in the entry and exit of
establishments, but overall generate
a net loss in number of
establishments. Conversely, large
and mature firms are a net creator
of establishments, accounting for,
on average, 12% of establishment
entry and 11% of establishment exit.
Graph 3 shows the average
distribution of employment by firm
age and size for Connecticut. Small
firms account for 30% of
employment, whereas 49% of
employment is in large firms. New
firms account for 2% of employment,

Graph 2: Establishment Entry and Exit by Firm Size and Firm Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Graph 1: Firms and Establishments by Firm Size and Firm Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Graph 3: Employment by Firm Size and Firm Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Graph 4: Job Creation and Job Destruction by Firm Size and Firm Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Graph 5: Net Job Creation by Firm Size and Firm Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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while mature firms of all sizes
account for 79% of employment.
Consequently, even though smaller
firms in aggregate have more firms
and establishments (and as a result
more entry and exit of firms and
establishments), employment is
concentrated in older and especially
large older firms. At 47%,
employment in large and mature
firms accounts for nearly half of all
employment in Connecticut on
average for the years 1988 to 2007.
Given that mature firms account
for about 80% of all employment, it
follows that mature firms also
account for a large portion of job
creation and job destruction, as
shown in Graph 4. In fact, 62% of
job creation and 71% of job
destruction occurs in mature firms.
Concentrating on firms that are large
as well as mature finds 39% of job
creation and 42% of job destruction
occurs here. Job creation and
destruction within large and mature
firms is very close to that of small
firms of all ages (new, young,
established, mature). Small firms
account for 39% of job creation and
38% of job destruction. However,
about a third of small firm job
creation comes from newly created
firms.
The job creation and destruction
dynamics shown in Graph 4 net to
an average of 2,900 jobs created per
year from 1988 to 2007. Graph 5
shows essentially all net job creation
came from new firms, which
accounted for 31,600 new jobs. Of
these, 84% came from small firms.
However, by definition a new firm
cannot destroy jobs, which explains
why net job creation is high in new
firms. Furthermore, Graph 5 shows
small firms end up destroying a
majority of the jobs they create as
they age from new into young,
established, and mature firms.
Mature firms, which account for the
majority of job creation and
destruction, account for negative net
job creation of -16,800, of which 70%
comes from small firms.
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Summary of Findings
Most firms and establishments
fall in the small firm category. As a
result there is greater dynamism in
establishment entry and exit within
small firms. By contrast,
employment is mainly concentrated
in mature firms, especially large
mature firms, and to a lesser degree
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in small firms. Greater employment
levels lead to greater dynamism (job
creation and destruction) in mainly
mature, but small firms as well.
When job creation and destruction is
netted out, Graph 5 shows new
firms, especially small and medium
sized new firms, generate the most
jobs on net.
Graph 62, which displays net job
creation by just firm size or firm age,
shows further evidence of the
findings in Graph 5. Medium sized
firms with between 50 to 499
employees actually created about
2,000 more jobs on net from 1988 to
2007 than small businesses. Since
new firms typically do not enter into
the large firm category, large firms
do not have the advantage of
including job creation from new
firms, and as a result have negative
net job creation. Analyzing by age,
only new firms created jobs on net,
as was shown in Graph 5. However,
established firms between the ages
of 6 to 10 actually destroyed about
1,500 fewer jobs than young firms
between the ages of 1 to 5. Mature
firms destroy the most number of
jobs.
The Ultimate Question
The above discussion shows that
the answer to who creates jobs
depends on how the question is
framed. Ultimately, however, what
job seekers and policy makers need
to know is where jobs are being
created, not just where jobs are
being created on net. When looking
for employment individuals need to
know where the most jobs are being
created, giving them a higher
probability of finding employment.
Turning Graph 4 around and
comparing job creation and
destruction simply by size and age
(Graph 7) shows the majority of job
creation occurs in mature firms that
are 11 years or older. Even though a
greater number of jobs are also
destroyed by mature firms, the
number of opportunities available
from mature firms outweighs
availability of jobs from firms of all
other categories, including small
businesses. After mature firms,
large firms create the most number
of jobs, followed by small
businesses.
The checkered bars in Graph 7
show job creation by firm size that is
not attributable to new firms. The
white bars in Graph 7 show job

Graph 6: Net Job Creation by Size and Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Graph 7: Job Creation and Destruction by Size and Age
Average of 1988 to 2007
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Table 1: Activity in Mature Firms

Employment
Firms
Establishments
Job Creation
Job Destruction

Average of 1988 to 2007
Average of
Connecticut
U.S.
Northeast States
78%
74%
75%
47%
39%
43%
54%
50%
51%
60%
56%
56%
70%
65%
66%

creation by firm age that is not
attributable to small firms. The
results hold even after removing
small firms from the age categories
and new firms from the size
categories: mature firms create the
most number of jobs, followed by
large firms and then small firms.
How does Connecticut compare to
the U.S. and other states?
A comparison of Connecticut on
the above discussed metrics to the
U.S. as a whole, to neighboring
states in the Northeast, and to peer
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Average of Peer
States
72%
39%
49%
54%
63%

states with similar employment
levels, all show one same
phenomenon - Connecticut has more
activity and dynamism in mature
firms. Table 12 above shows the
percentage of employment, firms,
establishments, job creation and job
destruction that occurs in mature
firms in Connecticut against the
comparison groups. Connecticut
leads in every metric.
Graph 82 provides a better
understanding of how Connecticut
stacks up on job creation compared
to the rest of the U.S. first by firm
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size and then by firm age. The line
in each size and age category shows
the range for the percent of job
creation occurring in each state and
the District of Columbia (D.C.).
Immediately one can see there is
great variability in the amount of job
creation coming from small and large
firms, and that mature firms are
generally where most job creation
occurs for all 50 states and D.C. The
boxes in Graph 8 show the first and
third quartiles for each category, or
where the middle 50% of states fall.
Job creation specifically for
Connecticut and the U.S. as a whole
are also identified in Graph 8. Even
though there is great variability
between states on job creation from
small and large size firms,
Connecticut is very close to the
national average. However,
Connecticut is about six percentage
points above the national average for
job creation coming from mature
firms. It is interesting to note that
high job-growth states like
California, Texas, and Florida are on
the lower end of percent job creation
coming from mature firms.
Conclusions
The above discussion shows there
is no definitive answer to who creates
jobs. The answer will change
depending on how the question is

Graph 8: Job Creation by Size and Age for All 50 States and D.C.
Range & Quartiles 1988 to 2007
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framed. If the desired metric is net
job creation, then new firms create
the most jobs, albeit partly due to
the definition of new firms (there is
no job destruction in new firms). If
the question is net job creation by
size of business (regardless of age),
then medium followed by small sized
businesses create the most jobs. If
the desired metric is simply job
creation, then mature firms create
the most, followed by large firms on
average, and then small
businesses.

_______________________
1

Due to privacy concerns, some of the data for
young large firms are not disclosable. This data
is withheld from the BDS data set, and as a
result from the analysis of this paper. Data on
young and large firms is missing from the
employment, job creation, job destruction, and
net job creation data sets. However, not many
firms grow large at a young age. Therefore, the
missing data is negligible and would not change
the overall results.

2

As noted in footnote 1, BDS data by both firm
age and size has non-disclosable fields.
However, all data is available in BDS data by
firm size only or by firm age only. Graphs 6 and
8, as well as Table 1, were created using this
latter data set.

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS
(Seasonally adjusted)
Employment Indexes (1992=100)*
Leading
Coincident
General Drift Indicator (1986=100)*
Leading
Coincident
Farmington Bank Business Barometer (1992=100)**
Philadelphia Fed's Coincident Index (July 1992=100)***
(Seasonally adjusted)

Connecticut
United States

4Q
2011

4Q
2010

118.8
103.6

116.4
102.4

104.1
107.4
125.3

106.4
106.5
124.0

MAR
2012
160.61
152.19

MAR
2011
155.30
147.91

CHANGE
NO. %
2.5
1.2

3Q
2011

2.1
1.2

118.2
102.2

-2.3 -2.2
0.9 0.8
1.2 1.0

106.4
107.6
124.6

5.31
4.28

3.4
2.9

FEB
2011
159.98
151.75

Sources: *The Connecticut Economy, University of Connecticut **Farmington Bank ***Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
The Connecticut Economy 's General Drift Indicators are composite measures of the four-quarter change in three coincident (Connecticut Manufacturing Production
Index, nonfarm employment, and real personal income) and four leading (housing permits, manufacturing average weekly hours, Hartford help-wanted advertising, and
initial unemployment claims) economic variables, and are indexed so 1986 = 100.
The Farmington Bank Business Barometer is a measure of overall economic growth in the state of Connecticut that is derived from non-manufacturing employment, real
disposable personal income, and manufacturing production.
The Philadelphia Fed’s Coincident Index summarizes current economic condition by using four coincident variables: nonfarm payroll employment, average hours
worked in manufacturing, the unemployment rate, and wage and salary disbursements deflated by the consumer price index (U.S. city average).
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